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180 (Degrees) in 360 (Minutes)

Six Projects to Dramatically Update Your Kitchen in Six Hours or Less

North Olmsted, Ohio… With the amount of time you spend in your kitchen why settle for out-of-

date features and décor – especially since it is easy to give your kitchen a 180-degree

makeover! Try these six simple projects, and in no time at all you’ll have a kitchen worth

spending your time!

Home Sweet Kitchen

One of the easiest ways to make your kitchen feel warm and inviting is with updated lighting.

And, luckily it can be an easy and quick project with the many conversion kits and lighting

fixtures available today. Start by swapping any cold and unstylish fluorescent tube lighting with

more decorative chandeliers or flush-mount lighting to flood your kitchen with ambient light.

Next, fill in shadowy areas – or highlight objects you admire – with spot lights, such as recessed

cans or dangling pendant lamps. Soon you’re kitchen – and your mood – will be glowing!

Time: 2 -6 hours depending on number of fixtures

Update your Sink with an Eco-Friendly Faucet

When it comes to your faucet, you may think – it’s not broke, why fix it? But as a workhorse and

focal point of your kitchen, that shouldn’t be the case. Instead, update your faucet with a

functional, stylish and environmentally friendly model. Available at Lowe’s, options such as

Moen’s Anabelle™ or Dorsey™ Eco-Performance kitchen faucets offer consumer-preferred

pullout/pulldown functionality with three unique settings – eco-performance stream or spray for

tasks like washing dishes that require a constant, yet low-water flow, or a full-flow option when

filling a pot or pitcher. This simple kitchen update can yield up to a 32 percent water savings –

while also adding exquisite styling in to your kitchen.

Time: 1.5 hours

Shortage of Storage

With so many gadgets, appliances and don’t forget food – kitchen storage can quickly become

sparse. Start by organizing your current storage – purging any items that you haven’t used in

years. Next, if you have room – add a kitchen island or additional cabinets to provide more

storage and work room. Or, if space (or funds) is limited, search your local flea market or online



at Craigslist.com for alternative options, like a vintage china cabinet or an antique overhead pot

rack to house all your necessities and reduce clutter.

Time: 6 hours

Add Sass with a Backsplash

Tired of cleaning food or grease splashes from your kitchen walls? Spruce up drab or dirty-

looking kitchen walls with a dynamic backsplash to walls near the sink or stove top. There are

hundreds of styles, textures and patterns to choose from that can increase the sophistication in

your kitchen and make it easier to clean! Plus, with step-by-step video instructions on how to

apply the tiles available at Lowe’s Creative Ideas Web site it’s as easy as 1-2-3.

Time: 6 hours

Getting a New Grip on Cabinets

Over time, cabinets made of wood or metal materials can deteriorate if they’re not properly

maintained – making your kitchen look run-down or aged. Cleaning your cabinets with soap and

water then polishing is the best way to make them look new again. To combat grime,

fingerprints and other messy substances, apply cabinet cleaner such as Liquid Gold to a cloth

and buff cabinets until they shine. Replacing old handles and hardware to your cabinets with a

new stylish design and finish to match your new faucet will add the final polished look to your

kitchen.

Time: 2-5 hours depending on number of cabinets

Advance the Technology

Don’t limit your technology to your phone and your TV – transform your kitchen with innovative

appliances! Whether it’s a microwave that fits in a drawer… a refrigerator with a TV… an oven

that you can program… or a customized wine and beverage cooler, adding new upscale

appliances can take enjoyment in your kitchen to a whole new level. However, if these high-

end appliances are out of your budget, upgrade your current appliances with new energy-

efficient models in the latest finishes.

Time: 2 hours shopping + waiting on deliveries

In no time at all you can easily turn your kitchen from drab to fab with just a few simple projects.

For more information about the Anabelle or Dorsey Eco-Performance faucets from Moen, visit

moen.com or call 1-800-BUY-MOEN (1-800-289-6636).



###

Moen offers a diverse selection of thoughtfully designed, on-trend kitchen faucets, bathroom

faucets, showerheads, and stainless steel sinks for residential and commercial applications. As

the #1 faucet brand in North America, customers have come to rely on Moen to deliver

dependable products and service. Moen is part of Fortune Brands, Inc. (NYSE: FO,

www.fortunebrands.com), a leading consumer brands company.
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